
Books 

stirring, her writing is at once passionate 

and beautifully restrained, as though she 

has tamed a wild horse. 

O An Intimate War 

/ 
DonvØ Lee 

J (Jacana) 

Lee shunsthe political and 

social to examine the most 

familiar battlefield of all. 

Lucid. soare and intensely 

fl Zoo City 
Lauren Beukes 

J (Jacana) 

An urban wasteland of 

ostracised citizens again 

sets the backdrop for 

Beukes�s comic writing and 

innovative fantasy. Familiar South African 

themes transmogrified in this cuffingedge, 

electric book. 

4 WaIl of Days 

44 Alastair Bruce 

� (Umuzi) 

Banished to an island 

crumbling into a rising sea, 

an ex-dictator�s Ordered, if 

shrunken, world is 

disturbed when his rival becomes 

shipwrecked there. The plot is precisely 

unfolded in this poetic, idea-rich novel. 

g In a Strange Room 
Damon Ga/gut 

I (Penguin) 

This Man Booker Prize-nominate 

JL novel is a triptych of stories aboul 

a man called Damon who 
wanders around in the world � and the 

strange room of the mind. Galgut writes 

with precision, his pen a sharp 

instrument for dissecting emotional 

alienation. His prose is ordered, 

philosophical, tense and concise, which ir 

no way detracts from the philosophical 

interrogation of deeply felt emotional 

alienation. An intelligent, quiet voice, 

which is compelling because it is low and 

even. Easy to read. 
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p Four Drunk 
Beauties 

Alex Smith 

(Umuzi) 

Multi-layered and 

sagacious, this is a nuanceci 

combination of social and 

f Homing 

fl Henrietta Rose-Innes 

J (Umuzi) 

Understatedly elegant, an 

X-ray vision into the pulse 

where humans meet the 

built spaces around them, 

questions about belonqinq 

are probed by average people. Rose-Innes 

wins awards. and hearts. 

Africans with apparent ease, but obvious 

discipline in her writing. These characters 

have no truck with political correctness. 

7 This Place I Call 

/ 
Home 

I Meg Vandermerwe 

(Modjaji) 

Like a ventriloquist, 

Vandermerwe presents the 

voices of several South 

heroes, self-righteous tossers and 

narrative cliffhangers make this an utterly 

readable South African adventure. 

flTooth and Nailed 

Sarah Lotz 

J (Penguin) 

Funny, sarcastic and quirky, 

this second Lotz legal 

thriller is also critical of the 

legal system. Unheroic 

( The Music in the 

Ñ4 Ice 

V Stephen Watson 

(Penguin) 

Erudite and fanatically 

researched, WatsonÒs essays 

are long curlicues of 

thou9ht and reason. Not for those 

seeking light entertainment. Watson 

satisfies the intellectual reader. 

Bitterkomix take on whiteness, blackness 

and colonialism, with its simultaneous 

nod at Herge. Tintin. Brilliant. 

fl Pappa in Afrika 

j Anton 

Li Kannemeyer 

(Jacana) 

Test your durability and 

political sensibility by 

readina this provocative 

magical realism about an Iranian terrorist 

and a Jewish American journalist bound 

back to back and imprisoned. 

LAST YEAR: I Jassy Mackenzie 2 Alistair 

Morgan 3 Elana Bregin 4 Jason Donald 

5 Ronnie Govender 6 Caret van der 

Merwe 7 lakes Mda 8 Alan D Elsdon 

9 John van de Ruit 10 Joanne Hichens 
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